SUPER SUCKER — a heavy duty hovering vacuum sweeper

This is a new idea. It combines the principles of the hovercraft and the vacuum cleaner.

Super Sucker gulps leaves, grass cuttings and litter — over difficult obstacles like kerbs and root outcrops — even in wet conditions because of its unique blow suck action.

The Blow Action, air that escapes at the front of the skirt lifts each blade of grass and particle of debris from underneath and then the Suck Action takes over and whips the material through the intake nozzle and into the 22-cubic-foot load chamber.

Super Sucker is a hovercraft and cannot damage the ground surface. Because it works by air flow alone there are no brushes to abrade the surface. In fact there is only one moving part — the fan — so maintenance is no problem.

The entire Super Sucker unit can be removed in one piece when the basic hovercraft is required to transport other materials.

One other important point — because all the machinery is totally enclosed Super Sucker is very quiet.
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We will gladly call on you to advise on your grass cutting equipment or arrange demonstrations. Ring us now.

★

153 Arch Stamford Brook Station, LONDON, W.6.
RIVERSIDE 5415